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ABSTRACT 

A Structured Writing Program to Improve Fluency and Attitudes of Seventh 
Grade Students in a Basic English Program. 
Gorney, Janifer, 1987: Practicum Report, Nova University, Center for the 
Advancement of Education. Descriptions: Middle School/Education/Multi .. 
Cultural Learnfag Styles/Yaqui/Patterned Writing/Motivation in Writing/Visual 
Learning/Writing Activities fer Reluctant Writers. 

The inte11t of ti.iis practicum was to increase writing fluency and 
imprcue writing attitudes exhibited by a group of seventh grade studf.mts with 
Yaqui and Hispanic backgrounds. During a period of 16 weeks, a writing unit 
was in.;,Iemt;nted consisting of twenty structured activities to guide students 
in presentiug their ideas and to increase their chances for success. A~ 
students' flt.ency increased, the patterns and models given became less 
structured so that student~ used more of their own ideas. 

Evaluation was conducted through the use of Quality Writing 
Guideline,s as well as student and parent follow-up surveys. Results indicated 
increased levels uf writing fluency, improved capitalization and punctuation, 
improved sentence structure, ::md a wider variety of vocabulary. The 
methodology was found to be ex t-remely effective in improving writing skills 
of students having difficulty supp1ement to regular education language arts 
teachers. 
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Chapter I 

Purpose 

Background of the Community 

The practicum site is a junior high school located 

in a suburban community with eighteen elementary schools 

and four junior high schools. This community includes a 

wide variety of socioeconomic neighborhoods. The 

immediate area surrounding the practicum site is upper 

middle income, and many of the heads of these households 

are professionals. Beyond this area are neighborhoods 

of middle and lower middle incom( ,apulation. The rest 

of the school's population is transported from 

apartments or low income housing developments. 

Of the students that were tr<~sported, 148 were 

from a self-contained community of Hispanic and Yaqui 

Indian population .. Many of the hC, ~sin this self

contained community are without heat.. :ig or cuoling and 

have dirt floors. There is a nonacademic environment in 

most of these homes, in that tt~ children are not 

generally encouraged to develop th~ir verbal or written 

communication skills. 

The School 

The practicum s1~e was a junior ,igh school with an 

enrollment of 725 students. One hundred ive of 

1 
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these students w~ce eligible for the free lunch program, 

and 23 had reduced price lunches. Of the total school 

enrollment, 63 students were in special education. 

Fifteen students participated in the ESL program, which 

is for students idPntified as using English as a Second 

Language. 

The ciass periods at the site were 47 minutes iong 

and the ~aily schedule included seven periods. ·seventh 

grade students were required to take English, math, 

literature, science and history, plus two electives. 

As an intervention for students with low achieve

ment in communication skills, the school initiated a 

basic English program. This program was for students 

who scored below the 40th percentile on the Iowa Test of 

Basic Skills (ITBS), and who also had below a 'C' 

average on their previous report cards. There were 52 

seventh grade students enrolled in this program and the 

classes were small, average 12 students per teacher. 

Target Population 

The students enrolled i~ the seventh grade basic 

English classes were the recipients of the interventions 

presented in this practicum. Ninety per cent of these 
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students were from the Hispanic and \aqui Indian 

community. These students had not travelled far from 

their homes, and their experiences were limited. 

Students from this self-contained con~unity generally 

tended to exhibit limited fluency in writing and a 

negative attitude toward any writing activ~ty ur verbal 

communication. Most did not use writing b£yond the 

school setting. 

The home environments of the target population did 

not appear to exhibit an i.tmosphere that was conducive 

to academic pursuits. In gene~al, there was a lack of 

materials, such as pencils, pens, paper and books. Some 

research studies have indicated that parents of th~se 

students give little or no encouragem~nt t completing 

school assignments before play. Few households had 

newspapers or magazines, and books were almcst non· 

existent. The adult role models rarely were r~derved 

completing any kind of writing task. 

The Staff 

The author who developed this intervention program, 

is a full time classroom teacher with four years 

experience in teaching language arts. Previously, the 

author taught second and third grade for ten years, thus 

accumulating experience across a variety of ability 
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levels, both heterogeneously and homogeneously grouped. 

Further, the author has presented several workshops in 

various school districts on the subject of writing and 

motivation and has presented twice at the National 

Conference of Teachers of English regional meeting. A 

presentation at the International Reading Association is 

currently scheduled in the near future. 

The author of 'this practicum attended the Greater 

Phoenix Area Writing Project during the summer of 1983. 

This was a five-week course that was offered to a select 

group of tearhers who teach English, and have an 

expertise in the area of writing. Participants were 

encouraged to teach the same type of class to teachers 

in their own districts. The writer has co-authored a 

book on writing activities entitled Creative Quickies 

Vol. 1 and 2, published by Art's Books, Larkspur, 

California. 

In addition to the author, another staff member at 

the practicum site helped implement this writing unit. 

This staff member has been a teacher for two yea1..J 

following employment as a co!mselor by the Department of 

Economic Security. In her previous role, this colleagu~ 

worked with members of the Hispanic and Yaqui community 
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community to develop programs to improve the communityis 

mental health services. 

The Problem 

The practicum site provided a basic academic 

program for any students who were at risk for failure in 

reading and communication skills. Many of the students 

also had a history of poor grades in most subjects. 

Students who participated in these classes scored below 

the 40th percentile on the ITBS and carried less than a 

'C' avera~e. These students were placed in small 

classes and given more individualized instruction. 

Writing assignments completed by seventh grade basic 

English students were consistently lacking in quantity 

and quality. Using the Quality Writing Guidelines (see 

Appendix A:38), it was found that 50% of the samples 

contained incomplete or run-on sentences, and 90% did 

not have parag~aphs. Limited vocabulary was used, and 

over SO% of the samples had errors in capitalization and 

punctuation. Writing samples showed that most of these 

students experienced great difficulty expressing 

themselves in writing. Further, when asked to verbalize 

their thoughts, the s~ndents' responses were often 

minimal. The writing samples completed typically lacked 

fluency, and the students responded to the writing 
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activities with great reluctance. An example of one 

student's writing when asked to describe a family member 

follows: 11 JT1.y brother Jesse he has blak har and eyes an1 

he is meen to me sumtimes and he is also nise". 

Considering the ethnic and low socioeconomic 

background ,f Lhese students, it was understandable th~t 

many of them seemed to evidence a negative self-image. 

Several factors, including limited eY.periences and 

opportunities, and attending a school where the student 

may feel inadequate in relation to the peer group, 

contributed to this poor self-concept. Consequently, 

many of these students didn't believe that they we~e 

capable of effective communication. One of the main 

objectives of this writing unit was to show them that 

they can be more fluent in their writing. 

One of the problems created when groupin~ students 

homogeneously is the lack of role models. Low ability 

students in basic classes were not exposed to writing by 

peen, who have grade level communication skills.. All 

students need to develop a set of writing skills that 

can be used for effective communication. As the 

students in basic c:!.asses began- to communicate in 

writing more successfullyv it was anticipated that their 

attitude would im~rove. 
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To gather more information directly from the target 

population, individual surveys were given to explore 

students' attitudes towa.rd writing and its value to 

them. While thAy considered writing to be important, 

75% felt they would not use it outside of school. When 

asked to list titles of writing they had written in the 

past, most were unable to think. of 3. completed piece of 

writing that they had done. ~Jre than half of the 

students surveyed said that they ha6 never written 

anything that they liked. The surveys given to these 

students indicated that writing was not enjoyable or 

necessary fo~ them beyond school. 

Parent surveys were also conducted in which parents 

were requested to share their feelings about written 

communication and observations of their students' 

attitudes toward writ:.ing. Cf the 52 questionnaires that 

were sent home only two were return~d. On these, 

parents indicated that students never wrote at home 

unless it was a specific school assignment, and ·that 

their children had not brought home from school any 

writing to show them. 

Outcome Objectives 

Over a period of 16 weeks, the author implemented a 

stractured communication unit to increase writing 
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fluency and improve writing attitude. In the area of 

increasing fluency, the unic included strategies thaL 

used modeling as a primary method of introducing writing 

assignments. The modi~ls of writing came from literature 

and a variety of printed matter, other seventh grade 

students, and writing patterns collected or designed by 

the author. A writing sample was taken at the end of 

the allotted time span, and it was anticipated that they 

would show an improvement in the fluency and structure 

of the writing~ One of the components of this unit was 

to provide opportunities to generate word lists through 

brainstorming and other group activities. These word 

lists will then be available f0r the students to 11se to 

enhance their writing, and foster an awareness of 

vocabulary building. 

In the area of i~rroving attitude, the structured 

activities showed students how their writing can be used 

to augment their lives beyond school. The patterned 

writings were related to writing they might do outside 

of school, such as job applications. In addition, 

letters were included as a patterned exercise to also 

reinforce the premise that writing c~n be a valuable 

life-long skill. Thus, through these activities, it was 

anticipated that the students will become more familiar 
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with successful writing patterns, more appreciative of 

writing as a functional skill, and more positive toward 

writing as a way to relate to others. 

The following objectives were specific outcome goals 

for this practicum~ 

1. Using the Quality Writing Guidelines (Appendix A: 

38), the author will evaluate student progress 

by requiring students to complete another 

writing sample on the same topic as done 

previously. It is anticipated that 70% of the 

students will demonstrate an ability to write 

in complete sentences, 50% will write in 

correct paragraphs, and 60% of the students will 

show improvement in capitalization and 

punctuation. 

2. The author will administer a post survey to the 

students to record any changes in attitude since 

the initial survey. It is anticipated that 

approximately 40% will indicate an improved 

attitude through reporting an increased frequency 

of writing outside of class {Appendix E:62, 

question 2), reporting they like to write 

(question 4) and recognizing an improvement in 

their own writing (question 8). 



3. A post survey will be sent home to parents to 

determine whether they have noticed any 

increases in writing activity exhJ~ited by 

their children (Appendix F:63, questions 2,4, 

5) and whether they have noticed any positive 

changes in their children's attitudes toward 

writing (questions 1,2,6). 

10 



Chapter II 

~esearch and Solution Strategy 

Learning Styles of the Target Population 

In preparing a writing curriculum for students who 

exhibit limited skills in writing, the author considered 

cultural studies conducted within the communities of 

predominantly Hispanic populations, and predominantly 

Yaqui populations. A 1980 study completed in the 

community of the target population (Houston, Sbragia, 

Salazar, Appleton} gave support to the premise that 

students from that community will usually respond well 

to visuals and models when learning. The report s~ated, 

Most commonly, Yaqui children are expected to reach 
these skill5 of their culture by watching and 
modeling the desired behavior* Verbal instruction 
and direction are almost nonexistent. In the 
community, learning a ceremonial or cultural task 
(such as making tortillas) is done by w~tching it 
being performed. The child who is watching an 
action ... is ~atching every moment, sound, gesture 
and prop. This style is begun at a very early age. 

The Yaqui students lack many of the experiences 

linked to the school curriculum, therefore it may be 

difficult for them to visualize some of the concepts 

being presented. It i~ suggested that demonstration, 

models, and other visual aids will make the subject have 

more meaning and facilitate learning. 

11 



Studies also have found that it is very important 

to the Yaqui student to complete a task correctly. 

According to Houston at al (1980) 

12 

To the Yaqui child, it is more than a little 
confusing to be asked to perform an action or task 
for which there has not been shown a correct form. 
These students are not accustomed to that style of 
learning, nor does it make sense to them. 

A review of the literature convinced the author that an 

approach to teaching these students writing should 

include models and a format that guarantees success upon 

completion. 

The learning style of the culturally disadvantaged 

child is complicated by their language development. 

Because their primary language is generally not English, 

the only tine they are expected to use English is in 

school. Therefore, their vocabulary frequently is not 

very developed in either language. In a study by 

Johnson (1970) it was concluded that, "They (bilingual 

students) have developed a language that is often 

adequate in either culture, and substandard in both". 

There is a connection between a learner's verbal skills 

and his written performance. Therefore, a strong 

writing program would recognize the need for including 

word lists generated partly by the students through 

brainstorming and then supplemented with a given list. 
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Rationale for Using Patterns 

The approach for using models for the teaching of 

writing has a long history in the public schools. 

According to Myers (1978) this method assumes that a 

beginning writer can develop skill in writing by 

imitating successful patterns. Allowing students to use 

patterning can be an effective way to teach writing. 

Barth (1969) states, "As the child learns to speak 

imitatively, so he learns to write imitatively". Cramer 

and Cramer (1980) also have successfully used a wide 

variety of patterning activities with students and 

conclude that students who pattern their writing after 

excellent moaels can only benefit. Many stories and 

poems are constructed with a distinct language pattern. 

Wr .ting patterned stories, poems, and other types of 

literature is considered by Cramer and Cramer (1980) to 

be " ... one of the most legitimate and effective ways to 

become a better writer". 

One method of teaching students to use patterned 

writing involves ha,ring the teacher first shm; st- 'ents 

the model to be patterned and reading it together. 

McCabe (1970) then gives the student a copy of the 

pattern with certain words left out, leaving the 
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functional words for developin~ a thought. For example, 

a sentence from a paragraph may ~ead: 

When driving a car, you should obey t~e speed limit. 

When ____ a __ , you should ___ the 

Students would then be asked to fill in their own words 

in the blanks to create ~~eir own sentences. 

McCabe (1970) believes that this technique works 

very well with dysfunctional writers. He states that, 

" ... though such an approach ~~ems rigid at first, as 

students develop proficiency in the use of a model, they 

tend to depart from a rigid adherence of its lines". 

Many teachers use modeling as a major focus in 

their writing curriculum. For example, Barth (1965) 

reports that the Northwest Composition Curriculum Center 

applies this technique at all levels, saying: 

Since we feel that students learn to write by 
imitating those compositions that they have read, 
we make extensive use of professional models in 
our lessons, askir.g students to imitate these 
models and thereby developing their own repertoire 
of rhetorical devices. All of our ... models ... have 
been carefully selected to embody the principles of 
composition any particular lesson aims to teach. 

The method of using a student's writing as a model 

has been successfully implemented, also. Students are 

asked to model their writing after the pattern-orie1ted 
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story composed ancther young writer. As reporl~d by 

Hillocks, McC2.be, 2nd Campbell (1971) students are asked 

to 

... write a description of their own s~tting 
(while) referring to the model used i,1 class. The 
rest of the story is modeled ... ~nd at each step 
the teacher points to the particulars of develop
ment in the model. The students are not left to 
flounder on their own. 

Another form of modeling is writing from given 

information. Giving students practice in conveying 

information can be of considerable help to them in the 

future. Students can be given information in the form 

of charts, diagrams, lists, illustrations, etc., and 

then asked to explain the information in written form, 

such as a paragraph Stquentially describing how to make 

tortillas from a diagram. As Gray (1982) concludes in 

her report, 

For students who have had little success with 
writing or who feel intimidated by the whole 
process of selecting a topic ... a predetermined 
subject and content can provide a sense of 
security which leads to greater willingness to 
write~ 

Learning Attitudes of the Target Population 

In preparing a writing curriculum for students who 

exhibit limited skills in communication, teachers need 

to consider the origins of learning patterns and 
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attitudes brought to the classroom. The majority of the 

students oarticipating in this practicum reside in an 

Hispanic and Yaqui community and use English as a second 

language. In motivating bilingual students, Ortiz and 

Engelbrecht (1986) state that " ... an understanding of 

how children are taught in their homes will help them 

C t-eachers) to create meaningf ·.. experiences for the-! r 

students". 

It has been noted that students coming from low 

socioeconomic, ethnic environments typically do not see 

many examples of good writing. In a study conducted by 

Birnbaum (1980) it was found t~at one characteristic of 

less profici~nt writers is the lack of role models. 

Birnbaum found that in one such bilingual community, 

"Parents said that they had no need to write and instead 

relied on face-to-face communication or the telephone, 

just as they tended to rely on the television for news". 

When students have difficulty with the writing 

process, they begin to associate the activity with 

failure. This can foster a negative attitude towards 

writing. Research shows that successful writing 

requires that authors be able to select and organize 

content that is congruent with an overall plan. A study 

conducted by Stein (1983) showed that both learning 
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disabled and culturally different children are 

susceptible to p~oblems in organizing their thoughts on 

paper. This lack of organizationa! skills of~en 

frustrates the writer, and these difficulties may be 

reflected in the negative attitude exhibited when 

stud~ats targeted in the practicum are given a writing 

assignment .. 

It is important that teachers are ?ware of the 

attitudes and feelings present in students who are 

having difficulty with writing. Since completing a 

piece of writing has gen:rally eluded the targeted 

students, they have come to believe that they are not 

capable of being good writers. In a recent U~S. 

Department of Education publication (1986) this attitude 

is described as follows: 

Once students begin believing that they have 
failed because they lack ability, they tend to lose 
hope for future success. They develop a pattern of 
academic hopelessness and stop trying. They see 
academic obstacles as lnsurmountable and devote 
lass time to learning. 

Teachers need to respond to this attitude by keeping 

students motivated and by providing them with activities 

that guarantee success when completed as directed. 

Solution St_rateqy 

In designing a solution strategy to improve writing 

fluency and attitudes of low-achieving seventh grade 
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students predominantly from a cultu~ally different 

background, the preceding research was considered along 

with the 6Xpertise of the author. The resulting 

strategy takes into account ethnic implications, past 

performance, attitudes and interests of the target 

population. The positive results from the use of 

patterns when teaching writing was another factor noted 

in developing the overall plan for this practicum. 

The technique for imitating langu3ge patterns has 

many advantages wh:ch may strengthen students' writing 

skills. Because of the Yaqui backgr0und, a majority of 

the target population is accustomed to the technique of 

acquiring knowledge and skills through watching and 

modeling the desired behavior from an adult role model. 

Further, these students are likely to lack many of the 

experiences currently includ~d in the school curriculum. 

Therefore, models and other patterned formulas for 

writing make the skill less threatening and easier to 

assimilate. 

To increase fluency in these students' writings, 

the patterns and models have a language pattern that is 

easy to follow. They are a direct way to apply writing 

principles already introduced without frustrating the 

inexperienced writer. Also, these patterns motivate 
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students to continue writing to the end of the pattern. 

It is often difficult to keep young writers on task to 

complete a writing assignment. Patterned writing 

provides a formula for developing a whole idea, thereby 

providing enough structure to motivate students to 

complete the activity. 



Chapter III 

Method 

Over a period of 16 weeks, 20 structured writing 

activities were presented to the seventh grade students 

enrolled in the five basic English classes at the 

practicum site. 

The writing activities were introduced with some 

type of visual aid to spark an interest, and were based 

on a pattern er model for good writing. These visual 

aids were used to increase the chances of drawing the 

students into the activity, since research on the 

Hispanic and Yaqui learner has shown that most of these 

students respond best to visual learning. The lessons 

were similar in format. First, a topic was introduced 

with a picture or some othAr visual. For example, when 

'activity 12' was introduced, the author brought in the 

materials necess;1 ry to prepare a peanut butter and jelly 

sandwich. The students were then asked to verbalize 

directions on how to make a sandwich. Second, the group 

of students were encouraged to brainstorm words that 

were related to the topic. Third, they were given a 

list of words to add to the words generated by the 

group. The next step was for them to use these ideas to 

20 



complete a pattern or model of writing. When they 

completed their writing, the class went through a 
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process of editing and revising in small groups and with 

the teacher. The final step was to write the final 

copies in pen and then file their writings in their 

folders. 

There were different types of modeling or 

patterning activities. With one type of activity, the 

students were shown a pattern or model of good writing 

to read and discuss with the group. They then were 

given a copy of the pattern with certain words taken 

out, while still retaining the function wo=ds of the 

pattern. An example of this type of patterning 

activity, created by Jesse Hise, is the following 

formula: 

I do not understand 

Why 

Why 

Why 

But most of all, I do not understand 

Why 

becauae 

The thing I understand the most 

is 
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The students wrote the pattern on a piece of paper, 

filling in the b~anks with treir own words. They then 

had a time for editing, and then the poems were 

recopied. 

The topics of the models and patterns were 

high-interest and varied. The materials used to enhance 

each activity were readily and inexpensive. Each 

activity was contained on one page that was xeroxed for 

easy use. 

The writing unit was monitored through each step so 

adjustments in implementing the activities could be made 

as needed. Pattern3 were modified to fit the individual 

skill levels. Students were encouraged to change the 

form when necessary to fit what they wanted to say. One 

example o~ how a pattern was modified was in the use of 

'activity 18'. Students were to follow the pattern and 

write about their neighborhoods. Some of the students 

see~ed reluctant to write about their home area, so it 

was suggested that they write about their "dream" 

neighborhood. This idea was accepted by those students 

with enthusiasm, and the results were positive. The 

flexibility allowed students to develop their own ideas 

beyond the limits of the pattern, and that was one more 

way to increase the fluency of these students as they 



began to explore new ways to express themselves in 

writing. 
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Another incentive to motivate these reluctant 

writers was to provide each of them with an 

attractively-bound book containing blank pages, in which 

they could have their writing. In the back they kept 

the word lists which were developed during the 16-week 

unit. Since many of these st~dents have owned ~ew 

hooks, the idea of having a book that contained their 

own writing encouraged the students to complete each 

writing activity. It was also suggested that they add 

writing completed by other students in the class. A 

positive feeling of sharing was evident as they 

collected other students' writings 

The following timeline was used for this practicum. 

1. By October 15, the author identified the 

fluency level and attitudes of these seventh 

grade students using: 

1.1 Writing samples completed in class on a 

given topic. 

1.2 Student surveys administered in class. 

1.3 Parent surveys which were sent home for 

completion. 



2. By November 1, the author: 

2.1 Prepared 20 structured writing activities 

which use a pattern or model format that 

ensures student success when completed. 

24 

2.2 Compiled word lists that students used in 

conjunction with their writing activities. 

3. By March 1, the author: 

3.1 Implemented the 20 structured writing 

activitie& with identified target popu

lation .. 

3.2 Monitored these activities and adj~sted the 

format as needed to meet the interests and 

ability levels of the students. 

4. By March 31, the author: 

4.1 Used guidelines (Appendix A:38) to evaluate 

student progress by requiring students to 

complete another writing sample using 

technique taught. in practicum. 

4.2 Administered~ post survey to the students 

to record any changes in attitude since 

the initial survey. 



4.3 A1ministered a post survey to parents to 

determine whether they had noticed any 

increases in writing activity exhibited 

by their children. 

25 



Chapter IV 

Results 

This practicum was designed to provide a set of 

alternative methods t~ improve the writing skills and 

rneasureable attitudes of a select group of minority 

students with limited communication skills. The 

activities were designed to encourage basic students to 

feel lesJ negatively about written communication and 

more competent in their written and speaking ability. 

The methods involved the students in a series of 

patterned writing activities in which topics were 

related to their own background and experiences. As the 

intervention progressed, the activities were designed to 

be less structured, to enable the young authors to be 

more responsible for the format of their writing. The 

samples were evaluated in terms of the effectiveness of 

the intervention, and an~lyzed in regard to specific 

outcome objectives stated in the practicum proposal. 

Outcome Objective 1 

Using Quality Writing Guidelines (Appendix A:38) 

the author will evaluate student progress by requiring 

students to complete a post-treatment writing sample on 

the same topic presented previous to intervention. It 

is anticipated that 70% of the students will demonstrate 

26 
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an ability to write in complete sentences, 50% will 

write in correct paragraphs, and 60% will show 

improvement in capitalization and punctuation. It is 

also anticipated that their writing will show an 

increase in fluency in 80% of the papers evaluated when 

compared to pre-intervention writing samples. 

Results 

All measured criteria of the samples were evaluated 

by use of Quality Writing Guidelines. Of the 49 samples 

evaluated, 80% were written in complete sentences. 

Before the intervention, 50% of the students did not 

write in complete sentences. This result exceeded the 

outcome objective by 10%. Although two of the samples 

c~mpleted contained run on sentences, the majority of 

students were able to write with more fluency when given 

a model from which to start. 

In evaluating for corre 1=t para3raphs, it was found 

that 70% of the students were able to successfully write 

paragraphs on their topics. The paragraphs consisted of 

three to four sentences that related to the main idea. 

The outcome objective was that 50~ of the students would 

be able to write in complete paragraphs. This outcome 

was exceeded by 20%. Students were able to write two 



paragraphs correctly, with each paragraph containing 

three to four sentences. 
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In regards to capitalizatior and punctuation, it 

was found that every sample exceeded some degree of 

improvement in punctuation. Sentences were ended 

correctly with periods. The type of writing that was 

completed did not require the use of question marks or 

exclamation points. Commas were used appropriately, 

although infrequently. Most of the sentences were 

simple in structure, but complete. Students used 

capital l !tters at the beginning of their sentences in 

80% of the samples taken. 

According to the Quality Writing Guidelines, in 

capitalization and punctuation, the measured results 

also exceeded the anticipated outcome objective. 

Students appear2d to be modeling their writing from 

patterns and models presented during the intervention. 

They also evidenced more appropriate use of punctuation 

and capitalization. Of the 49 samples evaluated, 40 

indicated a marked increase in fluency, when compared to 

samples taken before the intervention. It was 

anticipated that 80% of the students would be more 

fluent in their writing performances, and the results 

met that expectation. There was evidence that students 
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wrote more extensively than they had at the inning of 

the intervention. For example, one sample from November 

contained only nine words. The same student wrote a 

57-word paragraph on a similar topic when given a few 

key words to get started. Evaluation cf results also 

indicated a wider range of vocabula=y to express ideas. 

Outcome Oblective 2 

The author will administer a post survey to the 

students to record any changes in attitude since the 

initial survey. It is anticipated that approximately 

40% of the stud~nts will indicate an improved attitude 

through reporting an increased frequency in writing 

(Appendix E:62, question 2), reporting a more favorable 

vi€w of writing (question 3) and recognizing an 

improvrnent in their own writing (question 7). 

Results 

Results of the post survey indicated that students' 

self confidence with writing had increased. Previous to 

the intervention, 75% of the students reported that they 

never wrote outs:de of school. On the post survey, 55% 

of the students indicated that they sometimes wrote 

outside of ~chool and ten of the 45 students marked that 
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they frequently wrote outside of school. This result 

exceeded the outcome objective. 

In responding to whether or not they liked to 

write, 78% of students' pre surveys indicated that they 

did not enjoy writingo On the post survey, only 20% 

responded that they disliked writing. Fifty five per 

cent responded that they liked to write sometimes. All 

but three of the surveyed students indicated through 

question 7 that the patterned activities had improved 

their writing skills. 

Outcome Objective 3 

A post survey will be sent home to determine 

whether parents had noticed any increases in writing 

activity exhibited by their students (Appendix F:63, 

questions 3,4,SJ and whether they had noticed any 

positive changes in their children's attitudes towards 

writing (1,2,6). 

Results 

Prior to the implementation of this intervention, 

surveys were sent home to parents of the target group. 

Only two of the 52 surveys sent home were return8d. 

Forty-seven post surveys were sent home, and six of 

those were returned. It is difficult to formulate 

conclusions on such a small number of responses, but the 
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results returned indicated that students were more 

positive about their w-iting. Four of the six parents 

responding marked that they had seen an increased amount 

of writing from their students. Three of the students 

had been observed writing letters. 

Noting that the home environment of the students is 

not conducive to academic pursuits, the effect of the 

intervention on attitudes was not easily measurable 

beyond the school setting. Although few surveys were 

returned, those that were indicated that six of the 

seven parents were able to list an average of one 

writing activity observed being completed at home 

(question 1). Three of the six respondents indicated 

that their students enjoyed writing (question 2). All 

of the parents indicated that their students had brought 

home and shared their books of writing. 

Other Results 

As the intervention progresse~, it became evid~nt 

that a certain number of students were seeing their 

ideas developed into a meaningful and complete pieces of 

writing for the first time. They expressed more pride 

in their work and began bringing pens to recopy their 

writing. This interest was not displayed prior to the 

intervention. To reinforce this interest, students were 



encouraged to submit their work to the school journalism 

staff for publication in the student literary magazine. 

Six students' writings were printed in the magazine. In 

addition, one student's poem was submitted to the 

district writing contest and subsequently the author 

received a certificate for participation. This same 

poem was recited by the principal at the eighth grade 

graduation exercises. 

When implementing these activities, it was noted 

that students also improved their writing skills by 

working in editing groups of two or three students~ 

This peer-editing process was closely monitored by the 

teacher, who was also a resource for spelling and other 

writing mechanics questic,ns. This opportunity for 

students to share their work is a way to encourage them 

to verbalize their thoughts, and to interact with their 

peers. 



Chapter V 

Recommendations 

This practicum provided a set of alternative 

teaching activities for the purpose of improving the 

writing skills and attitudes of students who were 

struggling with the wr;ting process. The results of 

this practicum indicate that this series of activities 

is an effective supplement to a writing program. These 

structured writing activities can be incorporated into 

the curriculum that is provided for the basic English 

program. 

At the practicum site, these twenty activities are 

available to teachers assigned to instruct basic classes 

at the junior high level. Other staff members with 

various levels of instructional responsibilities can 

also have ready access to_ these writing ideas. 

This set of writing ideas is particularly useful 

with students who have difficulty completing a writing 

assignment. The writing activities are also useful in 

other English instruction as a supplement to the writing 

program. Because of the patterning format, students are 

encouraged to write in a style that has already been 

proven successful. This type of activity may transfer 

quality writing techniques to later writing assignments 

and projects. 

33 
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This set of innovative, alternative writing 

activities for basic education students w~s presented at 

a recent national con£erence, and was received with very 

favorable response. There has been exploration of 

combining this material with a set of methods designed 

to encourage middle school students in their motivation 

to read and in their appreciation of good literature. 

This combination of motivational activities in reading 

and written communication is being prepared for 

publication. 

Teachers who use these activities will find them 

easy to reproduce and implement with their students. 

writing programs are successful when the activities are 

varied, flexible and geared to the interest of the 

prospective writers. For teachers of writing therP- is 

always room in their files for a writing activity that 

will motivate their young authors to successfully 

complete a piece of writing and feel good about the 

result. 

Thus, this practicum provides an effective set of 

alternative methods to increase writing fluency and 

improve writing attitudes of basic ju~ior high school 

students. 
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A~1pendi X A 38 
Quality Writing Guidelines 

-From Building Enalish Skills 
Published by McDougal, Littell 

Writer ----------
Title __________ _ 

Eva1uat1on Symbols 
1 Needs a great deal of work 
2 Acceptable--could be improved 
3 Very good, needs no furthe• revision 

Content. 
1. Interest. Is the writing interesting 

and understandable? Does it hold the 
reader 1 s attention? 

2. Purpose. Is the purpose of the writing 
clear? Has the writer accomplished 
this purpose? 

3. Development. Has the topic been developed 
we 11? Is there sufficient information? 

4. Unity. Are all ideas and detail~ related 
to the topic? Do they all help to develop 
the main idea? 

5. Continuity. Do ideas flow smoothly? Has 
the writer avoided any bre~ks 1n thought? 

6. Organization. Were ideas arranged in 
logical order? Does this order suit the 
purpose of the writing? 

7. Language. Is the language appropriate to 
the writing? Are the ~ords interesting 
and varied? 

The 
Writer 1 s 
Opinion 

The 
Teacher's 
Evaluation 

Fluencv. Count the total number of words written. The student wrote 
rn minutes. 

Mechanics. 
1. Gra~mar and Usage. Are there any fragments 

or runons? Is the correct form of every 
pronoun and verb used? Are·adjectives and 
adverbs used correctly? 

2. Capitalization. Are all first words, 
initials, proper nouns, proper adjectives, 
and titles capitalized? 

3. Punctuation. Does each sentence have the 
proper punctuation? 

4. Are all words spelled correctly? Are plurals 
and possessive forms spelled correctly? 

5. Form. Is the writing legible? Is the heading 
correct? Are there sufficient margins? 

Comments 

words 
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! n , t 1 &. l '.3 t u de n t ·; u r- , • e v 

1. How often do you write outside ~f school? I wr1 te: 

___ frequentlv --occass1onal Jy --- seldom --- never 

2. Write a 1 ist of five writing act1v1t1es you recal 1 doing in the 

3. Do you 1 iKe to write? _________ _ 

4. What did you write in the past two years that you 1 iked best? 

5. What types of writing are done in your home? (other than school 

wor-K) 

6. Rank in order of importance the following skills: (rank in 

'7 
I • 

or·der·, 1-5) 

knowing the par ts of s.pe,;,ch 

Knowing how to do long division 

knc,vJ i ng hov.J to maKe a ke;.-.· chain 

writing a complete paragraph 

Knowing a11 the president<:. 

When you are out of school, how often do you think you will 

need to t-•Jr· i te a comp 1 e te thought? __ c•nce a day _twice a 

week __ once a month ___ less 

8. List five Jobs that require writing skills. 

9. Do you see Yourself in a job someday that wi 11 require writing 

sK i 1 1 s.·? __ _ 
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APPENDIX C 

Initial Parent Survey 

Please answer the following questions about your child 1 s writing 

habits. 

1. List any types writing you have seen your. child do at home. 

2. Does your ~hild seem to enjoy writing of any kind? _____ _ 

3. How many times in the last month has your child brought home 

writing from school to show you? ___ _ 

4. Has your child ever kept a diary? ----
5. How many letters to relatives or friends did your child wr.ite 

in the last month? ____ _ 

6. Is there a dictionary in your home? ___ _ 

Please answer the following questions in reference to your own 

writing attitudes. 

7. Check<✓> any of the following types of writing tha~ you have 

completed in the past month. __ letters __ lists __ poetry 

forms creative stories __ journals __ othf..:r. 

8. What types of writing do you were in school? 

Did you enjoy writing? ---
9. The reason you don't write more often is: __ I'm too busy 

I don't like to it's too difficult __ have no reason 

to other 



1. Which Witch? 

2. Why Poem 

3. "SW" Poem 

APPENDIX D 

Compilation of Intervention 

Activities 

4. Trunkful of Traits 

5. Fold-A-Gift 

6. Night Pattern 

7. Paragraph Tree 

8. Boy Burns Bottom 

9. Win or Lose 

10. It's not Easy ... 

11. In a Nutshell 

12. Peanut Butter and Jelly 

13. Fold-a-Paragraph 

14. Ten Good Things 

15. I can Dream 

16. Letters 

17. Emotions 

18. Your Neighborhood 

19. Linda is My Sister 

20. Our House 
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APPENDIX D, Activity 1 

Which Witch 

----, 

' ----~ 
----, 
----, 

a..n.d-. t-Ae 

42 

Wl-t~ ---------. ' 

-rlzey of te11.- A.a ue 

0-n..cl usu...a!z!t~-----------



APPENDIX o, Activity 2 

Wondering Poem 
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The following .'~rmula for patterning a poem was developed by 

Jesse Hise, a high school English teacher. 

Directions: Copy the pattern as written b 'ow and 

complete the formula with your own ideas. 

I do not understand 

why 
why __________________ _ 

why 

But most of all, I do not understand 
why __ 

--- -----
-- -----

because ___________________ _ 

The thing I understand most 
j 5 __________________ _ 

because 

The poem can be from many different points of view, 

including animals'. Try several different viewpoints, 

possibly including parents, or even a teacher. 
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APPENDIX D, Activity 3 

"SW" Poem 

fhis poem patiern answers ~ho, what. where, when 1 and why 

about a topic. Each i !ne begins witn a c~pitai :etter, but 

there usually wl l Ibero punctuation at the end since this 

is a special type of poem. Fol lowing are two examples: 

The cricket 

Chi~ping louciiy 

On the hearth 

All night--

To be heard 

The hamburger 

Sizzling away 

On the barbecue 

Unti I it's done 

for my ~mpiy stomach 

Directions: Fi ii in the pattern below with your own ideas. 

The answers to each "wu word do not have to be in complete 

sentences, phrases ars used. 

Who ____________________ _ 

What ____________________________ _ « ~here ___________________________ _ 
0 When ____________________________ _ 

Why _____________________________ _ 

After y0ur poem is proofread, copy it on another sheet of 

paper. Try two or three poems and then choose ~he one you 

i ike best to i! !ustrate. 



APPENDIX D, Activity 4 

Trunkf~l of Traits 

l. fold a paper in uneven thirds to resemble a trun~. 

(see di 
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2. Draw a lock, slats and other details to make your paper 

look like a trunk. 

3. "Fill 11 in your trunk with five trait~ that you have and think 

are most important. 

4. Write a paragraph that foliows the pattern below. Use the 

same traits that you filled your trunk with, and add 

describing words as needed. 

I think it's great that I am ___________ _ 

I a I so am _________ _ 

that ________ ~----

I really like the way 

Sometimes, I think I am too 

But best of a! i, I 

_____ , and that makes me ________ _ 

It 



APPENDIX D, Activity 5 

Fold-A-Gift 
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I. Fold an 8 112" by 11 11 pain paper three times as shown in 

example. D ,f7 w-\~ LJ ll-)t4'i/' 
f-'ii y~ ____., t-q~➔ 

2. On the smal I portion that is 2 314" by 4 114", draw what you 

would really like for a gift and lahel it. 

3. Open up one fold and draw a nice gift for your best ;riend. 

4. Open up your paper one more time, and draw and iabel a 

wonderful gift for your whoie fami iy. 

5. Finally, open your paper ail the w?y and araw a ~ish for a 

large group of people, I ike your town! our schooi, or even 

the whole world. 

6. Fi I I in the pattern below to describe your gifts 

If I could have a gift, it might bee ______ _ 
__ with _______ _ For rey friend I would _____ _ 

__________ . My family deserves ct _______ _ 

______ because ___________ _ f i na 11 y, if I 

cou Id, I wou 1 d give __________________ _ 

l 

I : 

_Jj~J 
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APPENDIX D, Activity 6 

Patterned Night 

The following paragragh was written by Robert Biy. listen to the 

complete paragraph as the teacher reads it. Then complete the 

pattern at the bottom with your own ideas, describing a special 

night. Cover up the original 

paragraph before you start writing. 

It is a cold and snowy night. The main street is deserted. 

The only things moving are swirls of snow. As I I if t the ma i I box. 

door, I feel its co Id iron. There is a privacy I love in this 

snowy night. Driving around, I wil I waste more time. 

It is a ight. The is 

The only are of t As I the_ 

t I There is a I in 

this around, I wi II more 

As you are completing the pattern, if some of the words don't fit 

your idea, it is aJI right to change the words to fit your 

thought. Sometimes, it is a good idea to experiment with 

different words until you find the best ones to express your 

thoughts. You will need to copy the pattern on another piece of 

paper, 



APPENDIX D, Activity 7 

Paragraph Tree 
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I. &Leet a.n. activifJ {sport-, 9ameJ a,,u;t. Wri.-ce 

if ln the t,unl(,. 

2. wrife th:,ee .3ener-aL .statemeAts on the 
branelt.e5. ( ZJ 81 Al) 

8. /'Je11t, write a, detail a/Jout eaclt. t;11t! Dlt 

lines 4, 51 G,. 

1. Sumr>1.arit:.e (/CJUY idto.S on {,ne, K. 

5.Put all the inf'o,rrna.fto,i. into F'/ve sent-t!n..~S, 
6tartin!j wit-h your topic,, se.n.tt!l'f.J:!e a.bout ..e1. 
P u..r -It 2, and • G , * & and :11 4:, , -Jt cl/ and # 7 -!Pj~ t-her 
1n thre1; more Se.1,te~s" F/11.isAw Vear ,oa.ragrapli, 
wtt>,, 1:19. 



APPENDIX D, Activity 8 

Boy Burns Bottom 
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1. Look over several Mother Goose RhyMes and children's stories. 

2. Choose one of the nursery rhynes to use as the to?ic of a 

newspaper article. 

A. first, write a headline describing the MOSt iMportant 

event that happened. 

B. Next, write sentences that explain the events by answering 

the SH's: who, what, when, where and why. ReneMber to put the 

nost inportant infornation first. 

C. Add any details for interest, then recopy in pen. 

ExaMple: 

Rhyne: Jack be ninble, 

Jack be quick. 

Jack junped over 

the candlestick. 

BOY BURNS BOTTOM 
Jack Snith, a boy Fron TeMpe, burned his 

botton. It happened last night when he 

tried to junp over a 10-foot candle. 

Jack was trying to set a new wo1~ l d record. 

He is now recovering in the hospital. 



APPENDIX D, Activity 9 

vJin or Lose 

Read and discuss the following pocn. 

Battle Hon is lost 
by Phil George 

They said, 11 You are no longer a lad. 11 

I ti>dded. 
They said, 11 Enter the council lodge. 11 

I sat. 
They said, 0 0ur lands are at stake." 

I scowJed. 
They said, •He ara at war. 11 

I hated. 
They said, 11Prepare red war synbols. 11 

I painted. 
They said, •count coups." 

I scalped. 
They said, •You'll see friends die.• 

I cringed. 
They said, 0 Desperate warriors f~ght 

I charged. 
They said, "Sone w i 11 be wounded.• 

I bled. 
They said, "To die is glorious. 0 

They lied. 
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best." 

Using the sane pattern, write an interchange between you and 
people who are authority figures or who have influence over you. 
Possible people night be your parents, teachers, a group of 
peers, or law enforceMent officials. 
Begin with: 

They said, ____________ _ 
I ______________ _ 

... and so on ..... 



APPENDIX D, Activity 10 

It's not Easy 
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I/6 J1.at ea..s.9- .. bei.l"!J tt. fee.n.~u: 

• • • 6ei.ltj a.. stude11..t 
. . . s ta. ':1 i 11.j t:!.a.Ln1., . 

.. . beiYL_!J a. SDA.j da.ugkfer. 

· · · be i.11._1 "C!ooL • CLll tke t LJIU.,e. 

thtnk., a.la~t 6oru..etAiK9 ijOu. are., or A.ave 
olo1t.e th.a± i61t't ea6y• 

Write a.bout it hy .P1..ll£°KJ £°11.. tA.~ 
patteYn. 

Its not ea.s9 ___ .. ____ _ 

QOl?'let-irn.es, I f'e.e.l L,k.e,, ----------
The n.a.~deSt paYt is __________ _ 

I WL.S~ tho...t 

---1 but I gue.ss 

----. Re.all~ fhou:Jlr., __________ _ 



APPENDIX D, Activi 11 

In a Nutshell 
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L~me poet0 i..s oer_j 6hor~ lltd stilt Ctl. n be 
Yer3 thoUJlitf'u.t 4Jit-A,, the njlcl- word.s, 
eve1t a o>t.e.-l111fb 111e.ssa.3e can 6e, beautifit~ 

lu.nn~, or tSOmef ,mes, Sad. 
rot(owin3 are, ~t1erat patterns and tdeas. 
'':I ane tJt eaelt,, or more. 

# Refure poenJ-. Wri fo 
a.you .-t.d a si1«,ple,, 
Snape: 



APPENDIX o, Activity 12 

Peanut Butter & Jelly 
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I Sft.tay the pi.etu.~s befow tA.a_t show 
the .steps irt.. rn.ak.i"-3 .SoJl"l\.eth.1.rt:1· 

i 

2. On. a. 5epa.-rafo pi.e~e. of po.per; write out 

(11. CornpLete. Se11.teYl.(J.eS wltat tA.e dia.g.r-a.yµ.s 
a..re e~plai11-i~. Rern.efll'..,,laer to tt·tLe it. 



APPENDIX D, Activity 13 

Fold-a-Paragraph 
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1. Take two sheets of lined paper and fold as shown in diagraM. 

Staple at the bottoM. 

2. As shown in exaMple below, write the naMe of an aniMal you 

know details about in the first space. 

3. In the second space going back, write a sentence that 

generally states what the anina] looks like. 

4. In the third space showing, write a tnpic sentence on the 

aniMal's eating habits. 

5. In the fourth space at the top, write a topic sentence that 

describes tht ang environnent of the aniMal. 

6. On the inside pages, write details about each one of the 

topic sentences. 

7. Rewrite on another piece of paper, keeping your inforMation 

in three separate paragraphs. 
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APPENDIX D, Activity 14 

Ten Good Things 

\ 

-4_/tt!.r Yea,diH-!J The Ten.ti.. Q.0 od., Th.i!!'§ A.bout &rr.t[I, 
b.!J Judt"tA, tlit:mst, l/.6(!; tu foll.ow~ pa.:tt~r/11. lrom., 

the. la6t pa.9e to write. a.. de,sert.pt1..on... LJ(!Scrihe 
the speeia,l r,ual,'tt't!.s oF a:.. pet, a good +rie>f.d, 
or a .Pu1MiL3 rnem,ber. 

_____ '"I wa.s --------
~>f.d _____ and-----~n"-----
-17too ,an.d on.ce; h.e/5/te 
_____ a, _____ _ 
(uer6) 

If tvas _____ _ t-a --------
_,.t/na. Sornet i.rn.-es _________ _ 

------- l6 wa.s ------ad 
he/she, Aelped/ is hetpln.J me -------

-----job for a 



APPENDIX D, Activity }5 

I Can Dream 
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7.AJ-ri. te.. t"hL fl ,--.st s e 1-\..t"e Me of the. pa ttufl. 

be.Lew on. a sepav-ate, SAeet of pa.per. 7A_e;t 

be 9 in_ eat}),._ x.ew I uie, w i.t /t_ i-Ae 6 u.ege.5ticJt.S 

li..oted.. Sk-i.p a. l..i1t.e be.twee~-'; .. ~ ea_cA., tlv:,~. 

(

"") -l>rea.nt.S 

Joo 

How great it wou.l.d he to ltaue tAe power-
to rna/r::.e, m..y a.;1ea..nt.S t:Jom,,e trtu:..1 

8o1?t.eda.!1 I woul.cl lil::e to See, .. 

I wit:.~ I a.ou.t.d .. . 

Host o.f alt, I wou.i.d love to••• 
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Letters 
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I. 51-reef address 

Z. c!ify, st-at~, Zif) 

3. dtite 
4. Jreeting 

6. hody 
,. dosln,g 

7. SiJ n.atur'e, 

I. Thin~ about yourtJefj o~ an art.1·,w.af in. a 
2ao. If that anima..t cou.t.d 1.,vrite.. you a, 
tetter" u.J!iat wouta he in it? 

Z. Foti.owing the Stru.(!.ture- ahoue,) wri.t-e a.., 

Letter fo 'l~u /'ront fhaf animal 

Letters (!oufd a{so he Froht.: 

Charaaters fro,n otories 

t:eae/Jer 
·,A,fother Goos<! • people 
~iome one 'h-o.m Outer Spaet! 

t:ret:.s, 

ete. 
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Emotions 
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We all feet. angry 6ometi..m..e5, OY' happy 

or .sad . The.se .feeLings are enwtwns , 
a.nd t:-here are ma.ny. Use the '5eKses 

to CA.' ~serihe, an ern .. oti.oJIL, . TeLl how ,1~t 
tastes, tSou.YLds, 6rnetf.s) t.ooi::,s) and its 

~OLOr'. Pt{l Ln the. t.ineas a...s direeted. 

( e ~oti.on-) 

-------------(<:! OCOr') 

-------------(Sou.reds) 

-------------(Sm.el.Ls) 
____________ (ta.stes) 

______________ (/ooJ:.s Li~ ... ) 

-------------Chow Lt 
rtfll l:.es ypu. 
-fl!et... J 

Ket?op~ l·n in~; 0-Vl..d /YI.OUrt..t O¥L C!..olot-ed paper. 

eita.m..ple. : _, 1,,,r,v ~ i;LCjµ 
..;j~ ~.,_o:,L jP 0-- tt,o ~ 

j,.__/'J_i~ CA, ') 
~vv,- ,a,J. J),~ . .,ol~ 

~ FY'-'~~-jp)~:. I 
Jt; ~~~ ){~ j.~~ to-<:~ _. ,J 

J.t ~~ ~ t~ Jft"2" ~o-P 'DP~ ~,aµ . 
..!)£ »J,°!' Y., e,~ ~ p r)J,bP,- ! 
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Your Neighborhood 
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Z. HI/ tit the. pattern to Write t:1..bouf ~our 
()Wn nei_gh/JorAoad. 

As you tva.lk down t-he -Street tn m3 
netghhorltood you'lt .see. ____ _ 

-----------------
YouJ/l hea.y ____ _ 

You'll Sntell --------·------

Some of these ,s,5At.s} ,Sou~ds and smeLt.s 
may he HJ.nziltar to ,1ou, 
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Linda is My Sister 
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r/2.~ of c.Sonteoru:; 6fJeat'ai l~ 9ou.r life. 
,c;,t in the ;Jtlffern b~lctv wit-h some 
thottgh ahout fhat person. ,eernen,1./Jer 

a fi/:lt!. 

l& my-----
(H,:/sh,v is _________ _ 

a.r.:d.,, ----------

I liKe the Wtl.J ( he./sA.e.) 

-----------
Somdirnes tve. don't a5ree. 

I remember on.e.e, ___ _ 

l3ut e.uen so 
' 
. 

-----lS '>73------
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Our House 
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-n,_,·~k.. a..laouz a..ll t'he fhi n.gs -f.ha.t ftaue 

Aa.ppen.ed i.n ':four- house. ao wa.y ha.eG 
l·n you;- m..eMory a.Yid.. try to p't.atur~ 
eua.a.:tty wit.ere f::jou.. were WA..e~ C!ertai.H-J 

tJt.,:ngs _ha.fJpen~, Wld wli.~t Y_°" u.sea ~ 
to do I.JI; certt1.1,1L p<4t!es. Fi.tt t~ the- . 1 

1 • ·J';} 
pa,t;t er~ w it:L 90 ur 1')11.e mo ri.. e.s . , "J; \1

: ! -=,. ':.,"} 
~J,.~ ~ ' 

$.,, 7 -
This lS my house. 

It~----------------
we ----) -----) a.JA.d_, ___ he,n!!!,, 

Tlti.s ls the, _______ wh.ere,. ___ _ 

He,re,, Wt! tt.sed to ____________ _ 

On t--he, ____ _ 

This io where--------------
My ___ and I usea. ttJ ______ _ 

I toued to ______________ _ 
And.. i.:his ls wit.ere ----------·
L toved- to--------------
An.d ~ou t!out.d ~(wa!f'5 ---------
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Follow-up Student Survey 
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1. List writing projects you have completed in the paat 

few months: 

2. How often do you write outside of school? I write: 

___ frequently __ sometimes ___ seldom ___ never 

3. Mark the response closest to the way you now feel 

about writing: 

I like to write sometimes 

___ writing is difficult fer me 

I do not like to write 

4. What types of writing are done outside the school 

setting? ______ _ 

S. Is writing a skill you will use beyond school? 

6. Do yon see yourself in a job someday that may 

require writing? 

7. You have done many writing assignments using models 

and patterns. Do you think these activities have 

helped your writing? 

Ia what ways? _____________________ _ 
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Follow-up Part~nt Survey 
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Please answer the following queistions about your child• s 

writing habits. 

Consider your child's habits fo:r: the past month only~ 

1. List any types of writing yo·,'J have sef:!n your child 

complete at hom~. 

2. Does your child seem to enjoy writing of any kind? __ 

3. now many times in the last month has your child 

brought home writing from school to show you? 

several times a few times_once never 

4. How many letters to someone did your ~hild write in 

the last month? 

5. Has there been any increase iu the amount of writing 

you have seen from your child? __ 

6. Did your child bring home a book of his/her own 

writing, and show it to anyone in the family?_ 

7. Do you see any impr.oveme,:,t in the quality of your 

child's writing comapred to writing done at the 

beginning of the year? __ 
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